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Auxiliary field H 
 
Question 1.  Coaxial cylinders separated by magnetic material 
Pollack and Stump, 9-15 pg. 352 
Two thin-walled long coaxial cylinders with radii a and b carry equal but opposite current 
Ι±  parallel to the axis. The surface current densities are I/2π a and - I/2π b. Between the 

cylinders is a material with magnetic susceptibility Xm. Determine the field ),( φrH  and 
magnetization ),( φrM . Plot ),( φrH . Describe in words and pictures the bound current. 
 
 
Question 2.  H field 
Consider a magnetic rod of finite length L, radius a. Imagine that we have set up a 
permanent magnetization  M(s,θ,z)=k(z-hat) with k=constant (we calculated the bound 
currents for this configuration in an earlier problem). Now sketch H.  
Talk us through your reasoning!  
(Think about continuity arguments) 
 
Assigned in SP08 (average score 81%) 
Instructor notes: Many students did not realize that H=0 in the middle 
of the rod.  We realize that we did not emphasize “continuity 
equations" at boundaries in class, which I think this really requires, 
so they were being pushed to use stuff from readings that hasn't been 
explicitly covered yet. Sketching H was very difficult and led to good 
discussions making physical sense of it, thinking of the analogy to an 
electret, looking at continuity of lines, thinking about strength (do 
the H lines "bow out" or "bow in"), and so on. 

 
Question 3.  B in gap in torus 
Pollack and Stump, 9-18 pg. 352-353  
Figure 9.23 shows a toroidal solenoid with N turns and current I, with an iron core. For 
the magnetic condition of the iron the relative permeability is 0/ µµ=mk . The cross 
section of the torus is small compared to the radius r. The core has length 2π r minus a 
small air gap of length x. Because x is small, we may approximate the magnetic field in 
the torus to be azimuthal around the axis of symmetry with no fringing at the gap. The 
problem is to find the magnetic field Bg in the gap.  



(a) Show from Ampere’s law that NIxHLH gi =+ , where L = 2π r-x and the 
subscripts I and g refer to the iron and the gap. 

(b) Show that because Bn is continues,  

(c) Show that      where B0 is the field if there is no iron core. 

(d) Suppose =103, r = 10 cm, and NI = 103 A. Evaluate  for x = 1 mm, and for 
x = 1cm. What is B in the toroid if the core is iron and there is no gap? What is B 
in the air if there is no core? 

 
 
 
 
Question 4.  B and H inside toroid 
Reitz, Milford, Christy, 9-10 pg. 253 Need Fig 9-16 
A soft-iron ring with a 1.0 cm air gap is wound with a toroidal winding such as is shown 
in Fig. 9-16. The mean length of the iron ring is 20cm, its cross section is 4cm2, and its 
permeability, assumed constant, is 3000 . The 200-turn winding carries a current of 
10A. Find B and H inside the iron ring and in the air gap.  
 
Question 5.  Curl of H for infinite slab 
Pollack and Stump, 9-11 pg. 351 [[Example 5 is included in this document, at the end]] 
Calculate for the field in Example 5, and sketch the field lines. 
Example 5 reads:  We consider an infinite slab of a conducting material with magnetic 
susceptibility χM carring a certain current distribution.  The slab is parallel to the xy 
plane, between z = -a and z=a.  It carries a free volume current density 

which is plotted in Fig 9.12.  Above the xy plane the current is out of the 
page, below it is into the page, and the integrated current density is 0.  Outside the slab is 
vacuum.  What are H, M, and B? 
 
Question 6.  Compare D to H 
Pollack and Stump, 9-8 pg. 351 [[Examples listed are attached at the end of this 
document]] 
Consider a large piece of dielectric material that has a constant electric field E1 and 
polarization P1, which are parallel to each other; as always (6.24) holds,  . 



(a) If a thin disk-shaped cavity is hallowed out of the material with the disk axis 
parallel to E1 , what are the fields E0 and D0 in the cavity near the middle of it? 

(b) If a thin needle-shaped cavity is hollowed out of the material with the needle axis 
parallel to E1, what are the fields E0 and D0 in the cavity near the middle? 

(c) If a small spherical cavity is hollowed out, what are E0 and D0 in the cavity? 
Summarize your results by completing the table:  
 
Cavity Shape E0 D0 
Disk   
Sphere  

11 3
2 PD −  

Needle   
This is a combination of Example 1 of Chapter 6 and Example 3 of Chapter 9. It is 
interesting to compare the results of this exercise to the table in Example 3. Why are the 
results symmetric? 
 
 
 
 
Question 7.  Current-carrying wire along the axis of an iron tube 
Lorrain, Dorson, Lorrain, 16-13 pg. 290 
 A wire carrying a current I is situated on the axis of a hollow iron cylinder.  
 Find H, B, and M in the inner region, in the iron , and in the outer region, asd well 
as the equivalent currents. 
 
Question 8.  Correcting the trajectory of a satellite in orbit 
Lorrain, Dorson, Lorrain, 16-16 pg. 291   
 This problem concerns both magnetic materials and magnetic forces, which are 
discussed in Chapter 17. 
 Someone suggests the following device for exerting a force on a satellite in orbit. 
A loop of wire fixed to the satellite carries an electric current. Say the loop is rectangular. 
Since the earth’s magnetic field in the satellite is essentially uniform, the net magnetic 
force exerted on the loop is zero. But if you shield one side with a high-permeability tube, 
there will be a net magnetic force exerted on the coil. 
 What is your opinion? Refer to problem 16-13. 
 See Problem 18-3 on the magnetic braking of satellites. 
 
 
Question 9.  Magnetic scalar potential of magnetic shell 
CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER AREAS OF PHYSICS, SUPERPOSITION (deGrand) 
Now suppose you have a magnetic shell of inner radius R1 and outer radius R2, again 
uniformly magnetized in the z-direction.  Find U for this object (it is easy to do using the 
superposition of the answer you found in problem 3, Magnetic scalar potential of 
magnetized sphere).  Now .  Show that your solution satisfies the 
appropriate boundary conditions for B and H at r = R1 and r = R2. 
 



 
Question 10. Magnetic field inside and outside iron 
 B AND H (Tom deGrand) 
Why is B strong inside iron and not outside?  B = mu*H, and mu is huge in iron and H is 
continuous.  H leaks out.  B is strongly tied to what it’s in.   
 
Question 11.  C-Magnet 
CALCULATION (Zimmerman, have solns) 
C-MAGNET 
A toroidal piece of “soft iron” (iron that is roughly linear but has a very large 
permeability characteristic µ of ferromagnetic materials) has a very thin gap in it, as 
shown in Fig 1.  A wire carries current I and is wrapped N times around a section of the 
toroid.  The toroid has a constant cross-sectional area A.  Find the B and H fields in the 
iron and in the gap.  You may assume that fringe fields are negligible and that µ/µ0>>1.  

 
 
 
Boundary value problems 
 
Question 12.  Boundary conditions for B and H fields  
In class awhile ago, we considered the situation of a static E field spanning a boundary 
between two different materials (with different dielectric 
constants, ε)  
Do the same thing with static B fields: in the configuration shown 
in the figure, assuming medium one has relative magnetic 
permeability µ1, and medium two has permeability µ2, find the 
ratio tanθ2/tanθ1. Please show/explain your work clearly. 
(Find the ratio in terms of µ1 and µ2, that should be simplest.  
Assume there is no free current anywhere in the figure).  
 



• In the figure as shown, if one of the regions is vacuum, and the other one is 
paramagnetic, which is which? (I.e. which region is vacuum, region I or region II?) How 
about if one is vacuum, and one is diamagnetic, then which is which? Briefly explain. 
 
Assigned in SP08 (average score: 78.89%) 
Instructor notes:  We saw no questions on this problem. 
 

Question 13.  Continuity B and H fields 
A toroidal piece of “soft iron” (iron that is roughly linear, but has 
a very large permeability µ characteristic of ferromagnetic 
materials) has a very thin gap in it, of width "d". A wire carries 
current I , and is wrapped N times around a section of the toroid. 
The toroid has a constant cross-sectional area A.  
Find the B and H fields in the gap.  
You may assume many things: that B (and H and M) inside the 
soft iron are quite uniform, smooth, and continuous all the way 
around... except of course in the gap. (Which is continuous through THAT little region, H 
or B?) Assume further that fringe fields are negligible, and that µ/µ0>>1. And lastly, 
assume that µ/µ0>>(2 π R/d), in other words that although the gap may be reasonably 
small, µ/µ0(iron) is really quite huge, typically of order 1000.  
 
Assigned in SP08 (average score: 73.89%) 
Instructor notes:  This was a good, tough question which generated a 
lot of enthusiasm and discussion.  People appreciated the puzzle-like 
nature of it.  Some people confused “toroidal piece of iron” with the 
“toroid” that Griffiths solves for, where the windings go around the 
whole toroid, and erroneously used this result. People just weren't 
sure what Amperian loop to draw, what continuity to use/assume.  Taking 
the limit was also a challenge. When pushed to discuss/interpret their 
final answer, they did a good job overall of seeing what was 
interesting about this little setup (the "B-magnifying" aspect of it)  
 
 
Linear and nonlinear media 
 
Question 14.  Magnetic field inside wires  
A)  In a regular household wire, current I flows (uniformly!) down a long straight 
conducting wire of radius R. Assume the metal is a "magnetically linear" material, with 
magnetic susceptibility χm  .  Find the magnetic field B as a function of distance s from 
the center of the wire (both inside and outside the wire). 
B) Compute the total bound current per length of the rod. (Include both volume and 
surface bound currents.) 
C) What can you say about the magnetic field when you take into account susceptibility? 
Consider both Cu wire and Al wire; what happens in each case? Would it have mattered 
much if we had treated this problem like a "Chapter 5 problem" and totally neglected the 
susceptibility of the wire? Would your answer change much if this was a current flowing 
inside a human body (where the conductive material is basically water)? 
 
 

d 



Assigned in SP08 (average score: 81.5%) 
Assigned in FA08 
 
Question 15.  B and H in a cavity 
Find B and H at the center of a hollow spherical cavity carved out of a large chunk of 
uniform, linear, magnetic material (susceptibility χm) which had (before you carved the 
hole) a total uniform field B = 

€ 

B0 ˆ z  through its volume.  Before the cavity is carved, the 
material has a uniform H0 = 

€ 

(1/µ0)B0 ˆ z  −  M0 ˆ z .   (Express your final answers in terms of 
B0 and χm only) 
Hint: Think of the problem as the superposition of a large totally uniform magnetized 
system with a sphere of uniform but opposite magnetization. This problem could help you 
to "model" magnetic materials - knowing B in a cavity would tell you how an atom there 
would magnetize. 
 
Assigned in SP08 (average score: 80%) 
Assigned in FA08 
Instructor notes: Lots of people were rather confused about how to 
proceed on this problem and they were making it into a much harder 
problem than it needed to be.  Many were really struggling with the 
basic idea of superposition, not recognizing that "cavity in material = 
solid uniform material + reversed sphere". Several people expressed 
surprise that if you could picture the magnetization as a superposition 
of physical materials, that the B field which results would be the same 
simple superposition of those materials. 
 
Question 16.  Coaxial cable  
Pollack and Stump, 8-18 pg. 301 
Figure 8.32 shows the cross section of a long coaxial cable. The center conductor )( ar ≤  
carries a current I0 in the direction out of the page. The outer conductor )( crb ≤≤ carries 
the return current I0 into the page. The currents are uniformly distributed in the 
conductors. Between the conductors there is an insulating material with permittivity 
0ε and permeability .0µ  

 Find B for all r and sketch a plot of B versus r.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


